
MINUTES OF THE PRE-BID MEETING HELD ON 12/12/2019 AT 1100 HRS IN 
CONFERENCE HALL, COMMUNICATION DIRECTORATE GENERAL CRPF, NEW 
DELHI IN CONNECTION WITH CRPF TENDER ENQUIRY NO.R.XV-11/19-20-
C(UAV) DATED 04/12/19  FOR PROCUREMENT OF 20 NOS MINI UAVs. 
 

  The aforesaid captioned meeting was held in the conference hall of CRPF 
on 12/12/2019 at 1100 hrs onwards to discuss on various issues like tender 
conditions, QRs/Specification etc. to facilitate vendor participation. 
 

2.  The meeting was attended by the following CRPF officers, SO’s and 
representatives of the firms:- 
i)  CRPF 
  1.  Shri Ajay Kumar Yadav, IGP (Comn & IT) 
  2.  Shri Virendra Agrawal, DIG (Comn) 
  3.  Shri Harjinder Singh, DIG (Eqpt) 
  4   Insp/T Jitendra Kourav 
  5.  Insp/RO Devender Singh 

6.  Insp/RO Sanjay     

ii)  Representative of the firms 
 

SN Name of firms Name of representative Mobile No 
1. M/s Unmanned and Airborne solution 

Pvt. Ltd, Rajajinagar, Bangalore 
Mr. Sriharsha V 7760414025 

2. M/s VTOL Aviation India Pvt Ltd, Mumbai Mr Kalyan Chowdhury 9820638272 
3. M/s Defind Enterprises Pvt Ltd Col Sanjiv Kumar 9560774333 
4. M/s Bird Group Mr. Munish Raghav 9560648892 
5. M/s Asteria Aerospace Pvt Ltd Mr. Vishvesh Kakkeri 9738382454 
6 M/s Global Strategic Tech. Pvt Ltd Mr. Vikram kumar 9818378883 
7 M/s Cyient Solution & System Pvt Ltd Mr. Ketan Makhania 8800744700 
8 M/s L&T Defence M/r Manish Soni 9810588383 
9 M/s DCM Sriram Maj Gen Sanjiv Loomba 9810856315 
10 M/s DN Aerospace Pvt Ltd, Uttam Nagar, 

Delhi 
Mrs. Arpita Priyadarshini -- 

11 M/s Idea Forge Pvt Ltd Mr. Desh Raj Singh 7666647877 
12 M/s Tata advanced system Ltd M/s V S Srinivasan 9999464003 
13 M/s Lotus Machines Pvt Ltd, Chandigarh M/s Dharmendra Singh 

Yadav 
9891519261 

14 M/s IEUS, Noida  M/s Abhinav Singhal 9560921633 
15 M/s Bharat Electronics Ltd, Janpath,  

New Delhi 
M/s Anil Kumar 9871125149 

16 M/s Gamma Rotors Pvt Ltd M/s Arpan Ghosh 9582766207 
 

3.  Shri Ajay Kumar Yadav, IGP (Comn & IT) welcomed all the participants 

and thereafter Shri Virendra Agrawal, DIG (Comn) and Shri Harjinder Singh, DIG 

(Eqpt) briefed the vendors about the general conditions of Tender Enquiry of Mini 

UAVs in detail by reading out all the standard clauses pertaining to Delivery period, 

Earnest money Deposit clause, Performance security deposit, Taxes and duties, 

Liquidated damages, Guarantee/Warrantee, CAMC, Brochures, Specification, Validity 

of offer, E-Tender requirement, Price bid, Arbitration and training clause etc. All the 

queries raised by the firm’s representative were clarified on the spot by Shri Ajay 

Kumar Yadav, IGP (Comn& IT). 



 
 

4.  Thereafter, Harjinder Singh, DIG (Eqpt) asked the participants for any 

doubt/query on the Tender terms and conditions. Further, various queries of the 

vendors were clarified by the indenter as per details given below:-  
 

SN Clarification sought Reply 
i) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To extend the last date of submission 

of bid due to festive seasons like 

Christmas & New Year and 

factory/employees will be on holiday 

upto 15th Jan 2020. 

Last date of submission of bid shall not be 

extended as already more than 08 weeks 

have been given from the date of 

publishing of tender. It is to be opened as 

per T.E on 21/01/2020 at 1200 hrs due 

to urgent operational requirement of force. 

ii) To clarify the EMD exemption for 

MSE firms participated as authorized 

agent, reseller and start-ups (as 

defined by the Department of 

industry policy and promotion. 

For claiming exemption from depositing 

earnest money, the tenderers should be 

registered with NSIC or Micro and Small 

Enterprises (MSEs) registered as MSE for 

tendered store. Further, Traders /Sole 

agents/ Distributors are excluded to avail 

the facilities/benefits extended under this 

policy vide MSE order 2012. For start-ups, 

it should be recognized by DIPP. 

iii) To clarify the training period for 60 

personnel’s including 04 master 

trainers. 

As per clause 29 of T.E, the successful 

bidder will provide 02 week free of cost 

training on handling, operation & repair of 

UAVs for 60 personnel’s including 04 

master trainers. Further, training will be 

imparted immediately after receipt of 

equipment and may be conducted in 

batches as per convenience of vendor and 

indentor. 

iv) To clarify about the certifications for 

the parameters of UAV. 

Undertaking certificates, OEM certificates 

and Lab test reports of Govt. Lab. Or 

NABL/ILAC accredited laboratory are 

required as per TDs and Tender enquiry 

as mentioned against each parameters. 

  



 

v) 02 week is very less time for 

the repairs/replacement of 

faulty UAVs during the 

warranty period. 

Due to operational requirement it is not 

feasible to increase the time period for 

repairs/ replacement from 02 weeks. All the 

representative of the firms were also informed 

that, as per clause of important instruction of 

T.E, 02 (Two) Years Comprehensive Warranty 

from the date of delivery of the said goods 

/stores /articles to the purchaser and 

notwithstanding the fact that the purchaser 

(Inspector) may have inspected and /or 

approved the said goods/stores/articles. The 

schedule of onsite service that will be required 

to be adhered to is:- 

 a)  Response time after information within 10 
days. 

 b) Maximum time for repair/ replacement will  
be two weeks. 

 c) Penalty for repair/replacement beyond 02 
weeks will be @ 0.5% of the cost of 
equipment per week or part thereof. 

vi) To clarify that the requirement 

is actual to have 03 backpacks 

since there UAV system may be 

capable of being packed in 02 

backpacks. 

As per QRs/TDs and Tender enquiry it should 

be 03 Nos of backpacks and each back pack 

should not be more than 15 kgs including the 

weight of back packs, so that it can be carried 

smoothly. 

vii) To clarify the number of UAVs 

required for trial. 

Not only UAVs but complete system consisting 

of the following quantities to be required for 

field trial as per QRs/TDs:- 
 

Aerial Vehicle -02 
Ground Control Sytem-01 
Remote Video Terminal-01 
Day Data link Equipment/ Antenna-01 
Day & Night Cameras -02 each  Or 
Integrated both day and night camera in one 
payload case-02 
Battery/ battery set for Aerial Vehicle-04 
Water resistance (IP66) back packs-03 
Rugged, compact and lightweight 
transportation box- 03. 

  



 

 

5.  In addition to above, the participating firms were informed that original 

OEM certificates and Lab Test report of Govt Lab or National Accreditation Board for 

Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) approved laboratory or International 

Laboratory Accreditation Corporation (ILAC) accredited laboratory is required at the 

time of field trial as per Trial directives (TDs) but scanned copies of all the above 

mentioned certificates are required at the time of opening of bid.   

 

 

 

viii) To clarify about camera 

requirements for Day and 

night.  Also asked whether 

fusion / integrated camera will 

be accepted or not. 

As per QRs/TDs it should be  
 

Day & Night Camera  02 each 
                      OR  
Integrated both day and night 

camera in one payload case. 

 
02 

 
In this regard corrigendum will be issued 

separately. 

ix) To intimate tentative date of 

Field trials. 

Tentative date of the commencement of field 

trial date will be decided after evaluation of 

technical bids. Reasonable time will be given to 

the firms who qualified for field trials. 

x) 
 
 
 

To clarify that if each back 

pack is to be of 15 kgs then 

combined weight amounts to 

45 kgs. Henceforth can it be 

assumed that total 45kg weight 

is permitted? 

The complete weight of UAS should not be 

more than 40 Kgs and each back pack should 

not be more than 15 kgs including the weight 

of back packs. Details as under:- 

Aerial Vehicle -01 
Ground Control Sytem-01 
Remote Video Terminal-01 
Day Data link Equipment/ Antenna-01 
Day & Night Cameras -01 each  Or 
Integrated both day and night camera in one 
payload case-01 
Battery/ battery set for Aerial Vehicle-02 
Water resistance (IP66) back packs-03. 

xi) To clarify about the maximum 

takeoff weight.  

Maximum Takeoff Weight - As per DGCA 

guidelines for small UAV category. 



 

6.  It was again informed to all the firms that they have to submit 

undertakings for repair and maintenance including periodicity of midlife 

interventions /intent towards establishing maintenance hub locations as decided by 

CRPF. Also informed that any other instructions issued by Govt of India and 

subsequent orders/notifications which is related to equipment should be complied 

and firm will also submit undertaking regarding acceptance of any other instructions 

issued by GOI time to time will also applicable during the time of tender till 

finalization process of UAV. 

 

7.  Further, it was also informed to all the Firms to clearly mention the offer 

of Bid validity i.e. 180 days and EMD validity i.e. 225 days from the date of opening 

of Bid. All the undertaking requested in the tender enquiry should be given either on 

stamp paper or OEM letter head will suffice. 
 

8.  As per Central public procurement portal, there should be one day gap 

between bid submission end date and bid opening date. Accordingly all the 

participating firms were informed to submit their online bids by 1200 Hrs on 

20/01/2020 and manually by 1100 Hrs on 21/01/2020. Further online bid will be 

opened at 1200 hrs on 21/01/2020. 
 

8.   There were no more points for discussion, the meeting ended with vote of 
thanks to the chair. 

 

 

Sd/- 
Insp/RO Sanjay 

 Sd/- 
Insp/RO  Devender Singh 

 
 

 Sd/- 
Insp/T Jitendra Kourav 

 
 
 

Sd/- 
(Harjinder Singh)  

DIG (Eqpt) 

   Sd/- 
(Virendra Agrawal) 

DIG (Comn) 
 
 

  Sd/-16/12/19 
(Ajay Kumar Yadav),         

IGP (Comn & IT) 

  

 
 


